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Cal/Val sensor comparison campaign in support of SST and LST
measurements from space (support action for VC-SST and WGC)
(follows similar highly successful Tuz Golu campaign for surface reflectance and
Miami 3 (2009) for SST (10 global participants) using QA4EO guidelines

Proposal
4th of ~5 yearly (‘Miami’ 1,2,3) WGCV comparisons for radiometers including black bodies
 Phase1 (2014-2015): Laboratory based vs. SI traceable standards
(radiometers and black bodies) (Land and Ocean applications)
 Phase 2A (2014 – 2018): Series of ship/ocean based radiometer campaigns
 Phase 2B (2015 – 2017): Field-based calibration of radiometers
• Participation open to all

Background




Essential Climate Variables Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and Land Surface
Temperature (LST) are both dependent on global satellite observations of surface
emitted thermal radiation
– Heritage long-time series of data from multiple sensors exists
– New sensors soon to be launched e.g. Sentinel 3, JPSS-1
International comparisons are essential to provide confidence in data, test innovation2
and facilitate capacity building and training
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• ESA have agreed to provide funding to support the organisation, logistics
and analysis of the comparison (For all phases 1 through to 2B)
It will require:
• CEOS member agencies to support the participation (travel/subsistence ~2-3
wks to UK) and instruments transport of appropriate Cal/Val teams from their
region of influence.
• For Phase 2A, this will require radiometers to be deployed on ships for a few
months (no cost for ship but for radiometer transport).
• For Phase 2B, this will require support for radiometers and personnel
(travel/subsistence ~2 wks) for appropriate teams from their region of
influence to be deployed) to a field-site potentially in Namibia.

• Benefits to CEOS agencies:
• Knowledge to remove and correct instrument biases enabling harmonised
global satellite Cal/Val
• Potential to learn and improve from peer interactions
• Establishment of best-practises for instrument and product Cal & Val
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Project 2: SST (pilot) ‘Operational Validation
Project’ Proposal

Background:
• For SST validation (Operational and Climate) require network of high
performance drifting Ocean Buoys for continuous monitoring of
Ocean Temps, in addition to Ship borne radiometers analogous to
‘test-sites’ such as Aeronet and new LandNET
• Key part of strategy to bridge ‘data gaps’ between sensors for climate
• White paper drafted by VC-SST, GHRSST, WGCV-IVOS detailing background
available
• Existing networks not sufficient in number for necessary coverage

Request to agencies
• Agency (or group of) to provide resources to launch a set of high
performance well-calibrated SI traceable drifting Ocean Buoys as an initial
demonstration pilot project. Buoys can be built nationally to meet community
defined specification
• Agencies to allocate resources to continue and where possible extend
number of ocean borne radiometer cruises for SST validation - independent of
specific satellite missions to facilitate improved management of ‘data gaps’
between missions for Climate.
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 The Quality Assurance framework for Earth Observation (QA4EO)
 Looks to make the GUM accessible to the EO community

QA4EO Principle:
‘All data and derived products shall have associated
with them a fully traceable indicator of their quality’,
documented and quantitatively tied to an
international standard ideally SI

Fiducial Reference
measurements (FRMs)

& have Uc levels fit for the application they are used for
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Traceability:
An unbroken chain

Audits
(comparisons)

Rigorous
uncertainty
analysis

Transfer
standards

SI

Documented
procedures

Importance of comparisons

Use guidance and best practises of NMIs
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FRM4STS.org
The home for
surface T
validation info
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Protocols for traceability and
comparisons
Contents:- 10 individual protocols
•

How to establish and maintain traceability
for: land, Ocean and Ice radiometric
validation measurements
• Developed by world experts

•

Comparison protocols for laboratory:
radiometers, blackbodies
“
“ for water bodies
for land surfaces
for Ice
for on-board ships
for Land campaigns
Include templates for Uc etc

•
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Uncertainty budgets developed for
each radiometer

•
•
•

Still work to be done! Improved from Miami 3
Training given & desire to move forward
More case studies required particularly in Uc
related to use
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SI traceability: LCE (June 2016)
Necessary for all participants to assess biases
to SI under Laboratory conditions
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Miami University - USA
ONERA - France
University of Valencia- Spain
University of Southampton - UK
Qing Dao -China
RAL - UK
CSIRO - Australia

8. KIT- Germany

273 K to 323 K (0 to 50 C)
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Difference of Participant BB T from
NPL AMBER (blue) and PTB (Red)
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2016 Radiometer comparison
1. Miami University (USA)
2. ONERA (France)
3. University of Valencia (Spain)
4. University of Southampton (UK)
5. Qing Dao (China) -1
6. Qing Dao (China) -2
7. RAL (UK)
8. CSIRO (Australia)
9. KIT (Germany)
10. DMI (Denmark)
11. GOTA (Canary Islands
12. JPL NASA (USA)
13. Ian Barton (Australia)

MAERI (UofM) viewing NPL
ammonia Heat pipe

240 K to 318 K
SISTER (RAL) viewing NPL
ammonia Heat pipe
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Selection of Results of Lab
Radiometer comparison to SI

WST comparison
1. University of Valencia (Spain)
2. University of Southampton (UK)
3. Qing Dao (China) -1
4. Qing Dao (China) -2
5. RAL (UK)
6. CSIRO (Australia)
7. KIT (Germany)
8. DMI (Denmark)
9. GOTA (Canary Islands)
10. JPL NASA (USA)

Day & night measurements
Vagaries of UK weather!
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Difference from
mean for SST
designed
radiometers only

Technical Report 2: Results of ‘lab’
comparisons

4 peer review pubs submitted
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International workshop of Experts
Oct 16-18 2017 @ NPL, UK

• 40 + experts from across the globe (land, Ocean, Ice
• Invited scoping presentations
• Facilitated discussion - recommendations and
priorities
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Some Key Recommendations
•

FRMs should be encouraged need more
sites, more match-ups and more
comparisons
• Super-sites with WMO? particularly
over land (also urban, mountains.
Polar …)

•

Research to look at scaling – point to
satellite, heterogeneity, global
representativeness

•

Research to look at effects of T skin to
depth – water, snow, Ice

•

Training / Case studies on Uc estimation and analysis + good practice
guides on measurements and instruments

•

Comparisons designed to account for operational conditions (low/high
ambient T)
• Ship based multi laterals for oceans

•

Cloud detection/masking (day/night) Satellite and Validation
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Some Key Recommendations

•

Link Satellites to Validation – compare traceability and reference
standards (not rely on models)

•

Compare retrieval algorithms (using standardised data)

•

More (traceable Buoys) consider triple sensors for redundancy,
recoverability?

•

Look for synergy in other observations e.g. passive microwave and IR
uld be encouraged need more sites, more match-ups and more
comparisons
• Super-sites with WMO? particularly over land (also urban,
mountains. Polar …)
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Science Drivers Recommendations:
Ocean
From KENT (BAMS 2017)
 Add more data and metadata to ICOADS
 Reprocess existing ICOADS records
 Improve information on observational methods.
 Improve physical models of SST bias.
 Improve statistical models of SST bias.
 Maintain and extend the range of different estimates of SST bias
 Expand data sources for validation and extend use of measures of internal
consistency in validation.
Which require:
• Quantified fully broken down uncertainties and sources of error in respect to SI
(traceability)
-With validated detail on their std deviations. Correlations, distributions, stabilities
• The means to propagate information (including uncertainties) to all spatial and
temporal scales (particularly from point samples to satellite pixels)
• Documented statement of limitations of use/analysis
• Depth models
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Roadmap: Oceans priorities
Imp
ACTIVITY/REQUIREMENT JUSTIFICATION/COMME
NTS
DV Model Verification /
 Useful for historical
Validation
analysis
 New buoys with depth
Study sampling errors
 Historical use
 Find historic minimum
 Plan future deployment
Additional buoy development
for passive microwave
Sampling of coastal variability

Improve buoy technology
 Algorithm round-robin
including cloud mask
 Generate validation
dataset
Traceability of validation data,
require subset to BF
traceability
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CEOS
WGCV
XXXXX
CEOS
GHRSST
DBCP
GHRSST
APRS
WMO
CEOS
CEMS
DBCP
GHRSST

CEOS
FRM
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Conclusion
• Concept of FRMs encouraging good practise

• Comparisons key to ensure robustness
• Important results are transparent
• International consistency in ‘controlled’ conditions good
• Still work to evaluate extremes of observations
• Training still needed in Uncertainty evaluation

• More specific comparisons tailored to real world
observation conditions to be encouraged
• Start planning for next CEOS comparison (2020/21)
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